ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING SUPERVISOR
As Electrical Engineering Supervisor you will be a part of our control realisation team working on the sites of our customers and
you will be responsible for a smooth workflow of the electrical installations as well as the control system commissioning in your
area of expertise.
You will collaborate with the installation companies and the commissioning teams of TGW and you will continuously consult the
Project Manager Controls. Depending on your job experience, you will receive extensive training and we will support you with
your development by offering advanced training.

TASKS
Management and coordination of the electrical installation companies and the TGW commissioning team on site
Responsibility for the adherence to deadlines and quality taking into account economic aspects
Construction site evaluation regarding occupational health and safety
Contact for communication between the TGW project team, customers and suppliers
Responsibility for acceptances from third-party companies
Execution of performance and availability test
Regular reporting to and coordination with the responsible Project Manager Controls

REQUIREMENTS
Completed electrical education
First relevant job experience, ideally in plant construction and engineering or automation engineering
Good command of German and English
Customer-oriented and professional way of working as well as self-confident appearance
High degree of initiative, organisational skills and decisiveness
Willingness to travel (90%), with focus on Europe
Class B driver's licence is prerequisite, forklift truck licence and other qualification certificates of advantage

WE OFFER
The minimum annual gross pay for this position is 37,660 Euros. A possible overpay depends on your individual job experience and
qualification.
Use your know-how and skills for an exciting job and start your career in a diversified field of responsibility in an international network for
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automated
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technology.
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